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Star News Group promotes Biesiada to
managing editor
Will also continue as webmaster of
starnewsgroup.com
There are 1 comments on this story. Click to comment.

By Amanda Stone

MANASQUAN — Star News Group, publisher of The Coast Star,
Manasquan, and The Ocean Star, Point Pleasant Beach, has announced
the promotion of Jamie Biesiada to the position of managing editor of
both publications.

Ms. Biesiada, who joined the company in 2009, previously served as a
reporter, newsroom supervisor and webmaster for Star News Group. In
addition to her new position, she will continue in her duties as
webmaster.

Ms. Biesiada will assist with the production of both newspapers each
week, reporting directly to the publisher and editor.

“I am pleased to announce Jamie’s promotion to managing editor,” Star
News Group Publisher James Manser said this week. “Jamie has proven
herself to be a valuable asset to our newsroom and she will help us
continue to provide in-depth, local news coverage of the towns we serve
in Monmouth and Ocean counties.”

A summa cum laude graduate of Monmouth University, West Long
Branch, Ms. Biesiada received a bachelor’s degree in communication
with an emphasis in journalism.

A Manasquan resident, Ms. Biesiada has received several awards from
the New Jersey Press Association [NJPA] for her reporting, as well as for

her webmaster duties. Last year,
starnewsgroup.com was recognized by the NJPA as the best newspaper website in the state for
both daily and weekly newspapers.

Star News Group Editor Doug Paviluk said he was pleased to be working directly with Ms.
Biesiada in overseeing the company’s two weekly newspapers.

“I look forward to collaborating with Jamie on both The Coast Star and The Ocean Star, as well
as starnewsgroup.com,” Mr. Paviluk said. “Jamie understands not only the importance of digital
media and maintaining a comprehensive news website, but she also has a great respect for the
local, community news published weekly in the company’s two newspapers.”

Ms. Biesiada, who is also an accomplished photographer, said she was excited to be taking the next step in her journalism
career.

“I have learned so much in the past several years about community journalism and the importance and value of local
news,” Ms. Biesiada said. “I look forward, in the years ahead, to providing our readers with the quality content they have
come to expect.”
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Jamie Biesiada, a Manasquan resident, has been
promoted by Star News Group and is now the
managing editor of The Coast Star, Manasquan,
and The Ocean Star, Point Pleasant Beach.
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Gale Quinn → Posted: Friday, Dec 09 at 06:50 AM

Congratulations Jamie. While you will be missed as the reporter for Wall Township, I'm sure you will remember us as you
move forward with your career. Reach for the stars and you will always succeed.
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